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Generally music technologies have always been about representational forms. Music 
notational systems are the most ubiquitous form of how music is represented. 
Sometimes though representations are embedded in instrument design and include 
pitch relationships defined by guitar frets and keyboard layouts for example. These 
representation tools have impacted significantly on musical cultures and evolved, 
musical uses and changed and effected advances in the technologies of representation 
such as the printing press. The impact of electronic and digital technologies on music 
over the last century has been significant. We have been able to representing sound in 
audio recording formats and visualisations and on oscilloscope displaying waveforms 
on computer screens. These technologies have transformed our ability to externalise, 
reflect, analyse, manipulate and distribute music. 
 









The effects of NBN on these things are reasonably obvious and simply come from 
speed and access to a wider range of content and ways of searching and synthesising 
content rapidly. Representational technologies are primarily about how what we 
already do now can be enhanced.  
 
Examples of this can be found in the interviews with Kirsten Allstaff from the Online 
Academy of Irish Music (http://www.oaim.ie/) where traditional Irish Music is taught 
via Youtube video clips and via video conference links via Skype VoIP. The speed of 
access and parity of upload and download allows this music education organisation to 
teach traditional Irish culture throughout Ireland and Europe across their own time 
zones as well as widens the access to an audience globally.  
 
As reported in the previous article in this magazine (put in issue reference please) 
with Dr Don Devito from Sidney Lanier School in Gainesville Florida this requires an 
approach to learning and teaching that considers what aspects of knowledge can be 
transmitted through non-real-time devices such as PDF’s pre-made videos and sheet 
music/tablature and what can be taught through a live video link. The educational 
advantages of this are becoming clearer. Firstly the multi modal nature of the 
materials caters to a range of learning styles and secondly the use of time caters for 
the need for repetition and the need for real time interaction. In Dr Devito’s case 
speech pathologists work with special education students to learn song lyrics during 
regular classes and then live interaction occurs with real musicians from a global 
community. Don’s guest teachers come from: Argentina, New York, Ohio, Africa, 
Ireland, China and Australia with a live interaction with a school for the visual 
impaired in Pakistan. In both cases a teacher has recognised the affordances of the 
technology of Skype and Youtube and as Don Devito says ‘at a cost of $30 for the 
webcam’. As a testament to the developmental educational aspects of this system and 
approach to teaching Don Devito’s students performed with their music friends from 
around the world at Carnegie hall in 2010. In Ireland music is taught via remote 
networks to travelling people over the Internet.  
 
Possibilities in Australia  
Australia is a country with a rich history of distance learning provided to remote 
regional locations. NBN provides the same opportunities to activate and connect 
music education experiences as described above for young people, differently abled 
people and the aged community. Of consideration however is the aspect of parity of 
upload and download speeds as Barnaby Gold who is musician educator and home 
studio business owner suggests: 
 
‘Faster broadband would enhance the file transfer to clients. As its stands 
my computer i.e. my entire studio) is held up for several hours, whether 
I’m uploading locally or internationally. Productivity is frequently 
limited. NBN would be a great asset to my workflow.’  
 
In education the issue of time in lessons and access to content is as important as 
it is in business and the timely access to content is of paramount concern. Steve 
Paix composer from String Theory a music production house adds that:  
 
‘Our main use of Internet is for sharing sessions for mixing, mastering and 
transfer of video materials (often very large files) which need an 
accompanying soundtrack.’ 
 
Fast broadband with parity of upload and download would make Australian 
businesses competitive as producers rather than just consumers. This is the case for 
the production of Australian educational content production so that we are not 
dependent upon overseas content that may not suit our country and regional needs. 
 
Further possibilities for music making in the region are outlined by Dr Robert 
Davidson Bass player and artistic director of Topology (http://topologymusic.com/) a 
post classical Australia chamber group articulated in an interview with me how the 
NBN might enhance their cultural practices through the ability to transfer musical 
content via the internet and interact with collaborations with composers and 
performers in other parts of Australia and currently with collaborations in Indonesia 
and India. Skype allows rehearsals and musical conversations as well as the capacity 
to send and receive music sound files and notations rapidly. With the cost and 
environmental concerns associated with International travel escalating this provides a 
low budget environmentally friendly alternative. Topology have always been an 
innovative ensemble and their use of social networks and web 2.0 applications have 
seen them utilise Youtube and Facebook effectively but they would like to move into 
live webcasts of performances that NBN would enable with relative ease which would 
increase access to important Australian cultural materials both in Australian regional 






























































Thanks also to the interviewees: Kirsten Allstaff, OAIM Limerick Ireland, Dr Don 
Devito Gainesville Florida, Steve Paix String Theory, Melbourne, Barnaby Gold, 
Melbourne, Australia, Dr Robert Davidson, Topology University of Queensland 
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